President H^/p or Ransom

BEIRUT , May 8 (R «ut ^s .sp ecial) . ¦Robert E. L. Strider , p jde^,- of Colby
^
College in Waterville, l**1^ , vVas tne
^
victim of a daring (kyjjgb1 *aid on the
Lebanon National An:por£ h re yester^
day. Reportedly carried ^ u t by* members of the radically nar^^lis* Black
September movement , ^g ab action of
Strider represents a r ev^ a^ oi tne re"
^
cent confrontation t> et\Ve^J1 i?al£sriniar]
insurgents and the Leb3.n es£ gCkVefiiment .
Shortly after alighting fro ™ the
Trans World Airways p^fle t^at had
brought him here to ^ontf^ e l"*s one~
man goodwill tour of e ve^ /viediter^
ranean states, Strider Vva a^ costed at
^
the customs desk by fo Ur j p Qt\garbed in
the traditional Arab cOstu^ e brandish'
ing Italian-made pistols, ^c g^ntiem an 's
fountain pens were i*\ ^& £jro cess °^
being meticulously disSej ^ Jec} when the
assault occurred.
In the pitched gun ^xxic *W £nsued
between security forces 0.P& th e f° ur
terrorists, one of the 3hd u ct°t*s v^as crit"
ically wounded. The °-thef t hre^ made
their escape with Stri ^er j ?y yj acking
an airport baggage trai n a d *ufJning xt
^
through a chain-link b ^ri^ acJe M the
end of the National Ak 0ft 's ea$t-west
runway. Attempts at pVit sui <' Proved unsuccessful.
It is believed that Strid^ \vas taken
across the Syrian frontj $0 \\xe, Balck
^
Septembrists' mountain hid^^ay somewhere above Golan. LSbaf}£Se: 0fficials
have enlisted the suppo rto^ ^ e Syrian
goverhment in an effort to t^ck ^own
Strider and his captors , by t as y e( there
has been not so much as $, ty ace. The
Lebanese government, j n sm 0fficial
communique to Washington j£st evening,
expressed its embarrassm,ent ^n cj a^"re^
the American administratis ^Ht everything possible was being don ^'
Strider has been te nu(j lj sly j inked
with the American Gentry int elligence
Agency, but the America^ c°t\ sul 1,ere
in Beirut discounts the p QS^bi^ t y that
everything possible was b-eW ^°ne.
Mrs. Helen Strider, vvh o. s traveling
^
with her husband , was n atu^ H j/ u nn erved by these events. Wh^ th 6 Sho eing
at the airport started , $h e f eU to the
floor behind the customs ^e$ k an4 began stuffi ng intimate pieces
he*a P"
parel back into a suit ^se *hat had
spilled open during the i n j t '£l scU^c.
.When contacted for conHn en t: taSt evening in the bar of the . Befyiit-J'^ori f she
expressed her disbelief x\nt "anyone
could make off with my ^ElA*' w ^re
upon she ordered another gitf-and-tonic
and lap °4 into complete j n ^ olx cr6nce,
Fortunatel y, she appeared t0 fc>e fi lin g
no pain from the minor ft gVJtf 8 she s-i s"
tained during her ordeal,
v Some of the mystery- wf ovuuJ hig

°^

Mattheiu Powell informing Professo r Weissberg that he represe nts the ransom in the Strider case
its own version of the multi ple option ,
ed assured that it was indeed Strider
the bizarre kidnapping was cleared up
wishbone-C , the blue and gray band
that he had spoken to , mentioning an
this 'morning when a telegram was reoblique reference to the "Arabs' serensurprised not a few with their approach
ceived at the American Embassy in Damdipity
to precision marching. Always a delight
in absconding " with him as the
ascus which read , in part: "We have
conclusive factor. Strider went on to
to watch perform on the gridiron , the
RELS . If you ever want to see him
quote John Donne 's famous devotion
band got rave reviews all season long.
alive again ,,arrange to have Gunter Weissbeginning "Death be not proud , though
But what probabl y accounts for the inviberg flown to Cairo by noon Friday
some have called thee..." to his hysteritation to Pasadena more than any other
where we will negotiate exchange."
cal spouse .
single factor is the Mule band' s mastery
The message, predictabl y, was signed
The truce agreed to here last week
of very intricate dissonant harmonies
"Black September , " Tlie American conby leaders of various guerrilla operations
and its startlingly obli que approach to
sul has refused to make comment, but it
and the High Command of the Lebanese
is apparent that the Americans are tathe simple melody line. Time and again ,
Army has been , at best , short-lived. Furlisteners have been astounded at the
king the events of yesterday and today
amount of cohesion that all seventeen
ther developments are anxiousl y awaited
very seriously.
Secretary
's
Under
President Nixon
p ieces achieve while simultaneousl y
marching through patterns that made
for Near Eastern Affairs , John Eiseiv
stadt , has been named to handle the
one reminiscent of a p late of frenzied
arrangements.
necessary negotiations and
spaghetti. Another distinctive feature of
He flew from Washington to Tel Aviv
the band , is, of course , the amazing variby
late last night , and when questioned
ety of uniforms that they sport , making
our Reuters man there earlier today, he
each musician an eyesore in his won
explained who the unknown Gunter
right without support from his mates,
It was learned Monday evening that
uome visionary rcalfccd early last fall
Weissberg is, and his mysterious connecthe Colby College Marching Band has
that uniformity breeds monotony and
tion with the case. Eisenstadt reports
been invited to partici pate in the 1974
instituted the new clothing standards,
that Weissberg is apparently an AmeriTournament of Roses- Parade in Pasa
can government consultant of some sigA master stroke that has paid off!
dena , California. The parade , an a nnual
nificance, but he was at a loss to exIt is uncertain at this time , however,
New Year 's event , is conducted on a
whether or not the Colby band will be
p lain the Palestinian 's apparent interest
line of march through the streets of subable to partici pate. The cost for sevenin him. He was not at liberty to comurban Glendale and Pasadena as a preteen musi cians to be transported to
ment on the official State Department
lude to the playing of the Rose Bowl
California in a f 1958 Volkswagen bus
reaction to the suggestion that Weissjj ame in Pasadena 's famed stadium. The
(with or without souzapho'ne) has been
berg serve as Stridor 's ransom.
game pits the 'c hamp ion football teams
Eisenstadt made arrangements at
estimated at $111.63, The band netted
from the Big Ten and Pacific Eight
about noon , local time, today to have a
$9,44 from its sale of baked goods in
and
Conferences
against
one
another
,
Ibn
Failink
made
with
tadio-telephone
the Spa last fall , so they arc still over a
very often , the national collegiate chamhundred dollars short of realizing the
sal , the terrorist leader in Syria , to deter
pionship is decided here.
mine whether or not Strider was indeed
dream of a lifetime, Anyone wishing to
Band official , David Bailey , was most
unharmed and available for exchange,
contribute to theband' s Rose Bowl fund
gratified that the parade committee
Eisenstadt, with a tearful Mrs. Strider
should send their donations to Box
should sec fit to ''honor the Mule band
nearby , spoke to the kidnappec, albeit
1014, Roberts Union. Make checks payit briefly, early this afternoon. He seemwith an invitation. In its first year using
able to the Colby Echo.
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OF ARABIA
by R. E. L. Strider
As Easter weekend concludes in this relatively
small town on the southern Mediterranean coast of
Spain , it seems an opportune time to reflect , with
a degree of perspective, on a month of travel in
Italy.
We flew direct from Iran to Hamburg, p icked
up the car we had arranged to buy, and drove south
in early March across Austria and over the Brenner
Pass to Bolzano , our first Italian stop. Rome was
our head quarters and we went there three different times. First there was northern Italy, then after
Rome the hill towns of Umbria and Tuscany, and
after another stop in Rome, the Abruzzi and the
Adriatic coast, before we swung across to Genoa
and the Italian Riviera and into France on the way
to Spain. There is no point, however, in this brief
account, in adhering to chronology.
There are certain sights in Italy that everyone
tries to see, and some of them , beyond over-estimation, defy description. I had visited the Sistine
Chapel in the Vatican Museum twice before , but
this time we were there for more than an hour , and
even with the phenomenal crowd milling around it
was overpowering. There is a great room in the
Uffizi Palace in Florence that we had seen before ,
though never in such detail or with such leisure. It
contains nine Botticellis, including the Birth of
Venus, the Primavera , the Annunciation , and the
Adoration. And there are five others, all remarkable.
I doubt whether there is a comparable room in any
museum in the world , even the great Velazquez
room in the Prado in Madrid. There are in Rome and
Florence other well known wonders. But in this
selective account I will concentrate on a number of
less familiar sights, and some other matters.
The churches of Italy are a kind of wonder in
themselves, whether they happen to contain memora
ble frescoes (like the beautiful Giottos in San Francesco in Assisi, of the "Legend of the Cross "
series b y Piero della Francesca in San Francesco
in Arezzo) or well-preserved mosaics (like St. Appolinare in Classe, San Vitale, and the mausoleum of
Galla Placidia in Ravenna), or whether they contain
very little beyond a wonderfu l sense of space (like
San Domenico in Siena). Some have facades that
are notable , like the cathedrals in Orvieto and Siena,
Some are especially interesting because of their
history : Santa Maria Maggiore in Trento , where the
Council of Trent held some of its meetings; Santa
Croce in Florence, where one finds the tombs of
Michelangelo, Galileo, Ghiberti , and (improbabl y—
Macchiavelli; San Clemente in Rome and San Andrea
in Orvieto , where below the church in each case
there are extensive excavations revealing early Roman
and even Etruscan ruins; and of course St. Paul's
and St. Peter 's and San Giovanni Laterano in Rome,
for all kinds of reasons. I cannot count the cathedrals and smaller churches we explored , in Bolzano ,
Trento , Mantua , Verona , Vicenza , Arezzo , Orvieto ,
Siena, Florence , Perugia, Assisi, Sulmona , Atri ,
Ravenna , and Rome , some of them freezing in the
dank March winds, but we never tired of their naves
and transepts, soaring columns , stained glass, carved
pulpits, alter-pieces, statuary , and sarcophagi.
Among the museums of Italy, one thinks of the
Vatican in Rome, the Uffizi , the Academia , the
Bargello, and the Pitti in Florence. But I would
like to mention two others, out of many, that we
found especially rewarding. Oncwas the San Marco
Museum in Florence, where there is probably the
finest assembly of paintings and frescoes by Fra
Angelico in the world . In the adjoining cloister,
where Savonarola is said to have had his call before
he was burned in the Piazza della Signoria in 1498,
almoft «Mry cell, it appears, has its own Fra Angelico fo9#o : crucifixitions, annunciations , pietas,
pentecosts, betrayals, nativities, and adorations. The

oth er was the Palazzo Ducale in Mantua , where we
followed for two hours in bitterly cold rooms and
corridors a guide who spoke only Italian , until we
came to the great bridal chamber with frescoes
by Mantegna. The Palazzo was full of fascinating
paintings and statuary and views from the balconies, but the final Mantegna room give the experience
a special dimension.
There were quite a number of rewarding Roman
and medieval ruins. Everyone knows of the Forum
and Coliseum in Rome (where, inevitably, we were
delighted to run into a Colby graduate and his family
on spring holiday), and Hadrian 's Villa in Tivoli.
But one finds other antiquities everywhere if one
thinks about it: the fine old walled town of Mantagnana in northern Italy, the ancient fountain of
Fontebranda in Siena, near the house of St. Catherine;
and Etruscan Arch in Perugia; the Teatro Marcello
in Rome; and the well-preserved Coliseum, second
in size in Italy only to the one in Rome, in Verona.
Italy is not all sightseeing, however, and one does
not spend all his time roaming through churches,
museums, and ruins. There are, for example, great
restaurants, well-known and not so well-known.
We will not forget the "Canelloni" at a Verona restaurant or later at the extraordinary "Sibilla ,"
under. a Roman ruin at Tivoli; or the French fried
artichokes, delicious and crisp, at a number of restaurants in Rome; of the "grappa " with which , at
a waiter 's insistence, we topped off a lunch in Rovigo;
or the deftness of the waiter who slipped the bones
out of the sole at one of the great restaurants in
Florence .
There are also the hazards of driving, if one chooses
to travel by car. The system of "autostradas " is
excellent , and the Italian engineers show extraordinary skill in tunnels when the country is hilly.
But the traffic in cities is dreadful. Florence is constantly congested , and Rome is a perpetual nightmare . One becomes accustomed to getting hopelessl y
lost, for no matter how carefully one may stud y
the map, one cannot anticipate the "sense unico "
^ (one-way street) until the moment of . confrontation, Furthermore , on streets that seem just about
wide enough for one comfortable passage there are
cars parked on both sides , and the narrow lane down
the middle may barely accommodate only the smallest
Fiat. There are angles to be negotiated in the streets
of Orvieto and Assisi that occasion six or eight maneuverings before one is safely around , usually with a
line of cars vigorously apply ing the horn in encouragement. Finding a hotel in a crowded town , stopping
in front of it (usuall y on the sidewalk) to inquire and
(if fortunate) unload baggage, and then managing
to get the car through the usual late afternoon
traffic to the nearest garage , are episodes that one
must experience in order to understand .
Not everything one encounters in a tri p abroad
is pleasant. Our most unpleasant moment this time
occurred in the middle of a sunny afternoon in Rome
in early April. We were crossing an almost empty
square , looking for a church we wanted to see, when
out; of nowhere a motorcycle buzzed Helen on the
side away from me and nearl y knocked her down.
Before we could do more than shout the two men
and the motorcycle were off down a one-way street
the wrong way, with her handbag. The next three
hours were chaos. First , a crowd gathered , and a
ppficcman appeared in his car. He could not have
been less interested. Next , a kindl y Italian lady gave
us a ride a few blocks to the neighboring police
station. The officers there were likewise uninterested. While we were th ere, scrambling through our
English-Italian dictionary for help,, an elderly British
lad y whose handbag had just been stolen by a quartet
in a car (perhaps part of the same gang, operating
in the sanwj .nei ghborhood) came in. She had been
dragged by the car and was hurt , but the police

continued to be uninterested. Finally we found a
cab, got the British lady in touch with her consulate,
talked to the American Express and had Helen's
stolen credit card cancelled , visited Rome's central
police station and filled out forms, managed (with
the help of the American Express) to get an appointment with an oculist for new glasses, bought another
handbag and a few of the necessaries that needed to
be replaced , and a bit after seven were beginning
to relax over dinner at a restaurant where before
all this disruption we had made a reservation. The
next morning we reported the theft to the Embassy
on the rare chance that the bag might be found or
returned with some identificatio n in it." Luckily, the
passports were at the hotel, I was carry ing the camera
(ten minutes before it was in the handbag), and I
had just about all our money and all the traveller's
checks. No great harm was done, but it was an unnerving experience, and a disillusioning insight into
the Italian police. And until a lady loses her handbag,
with driver 's licen se, credit cards, glasses, sunglasses,
gloves, comb, li pstick, compact , aspirin , wash-anddrys, buttons that have come off coats, small souvenirs picked up in travels, and any number of items
that one cannot even remember , she isn 't likely to
realize how valuable a handbag is. "Who steals my
purse steals trash ," said Oth ello. But if he (or
Shakespeare) had ever had his purse stolen he would
have known that most personal trash is useful.
But some events that are unexpected and unplanned
can be pleasant too. Such was our visit to Sulmona ,
in the heart of the Abruzzi , east of Rome and almost
to the Adriatic. Sulmona is the birth place of Ovid
and of a friend of ours in Boston who urged us to
go there. We were not dissapointed. The mountains,
rugged and snow-covered , are beautiful , and the air ,
as Hemingway said it would be, is clear and fresh. We
drove around the town a bit and stopped in a very
commodious hotel which , to our surprise , was practically full. The proprietor had to rearrange some
rooms in order to give us a double. During dinner
w&figured out wh y. At 7:30 a large group of young
men appeared and had dinner at a long table not far
from where we were having our own meal. Another
long table was set up, but for the moment remained
empty . In one of those rare instances of insight I
divined (correctl y, it turned out) that the first group
was the Sulmona soccer team , and that the other table
was set for the visitors. Sure enough , at 8:30, when
Sulmona had finished and was happ ily watching an
old Charlie Chaplin movie on TV in the lobby, the
visitors from Gallipoli came in. (Such inspired guests
do occur on a trip. We went to a papal public
audience in Rome, a moving as well as interesting
experience , and a visiting high school band from
Rochester was entertaining the crowd of some 7000
in the new audience hall. They seemed to know only
popular songs, and-only a few at that. I observed
to Helen and our daughter Betsy, who was with us
in Ital y for two weeks, that I hoped the band wouldn 't
play something from "West Side Story" when Pope
Paul was borne in. When the time came they p layed
something from "West Side Story.") The scene in
Sulmona was happ ily choatic y and the characters
on hand could have been participants in similar
scenes anywhere in the world: nervous coaches,
newspapermen getting in interviews, local fans who
wanted to be part of the action. We asked the proprietor the next morning to send us a postcard to
Madrid telling us how the game, in which Sulmona was
telling us how the game, in which Sulmona was
favored , came out that after noon. When we got to
Madrid there was the card : Gallipoli , 1; Sulmona , 0.
We can onl y imagine the ensuing conclave, post
mortem , and drowning of sorrows in the dining room
or lobb y of the Hotel Artu the night after we left.
We spend two more weeks here in Spain , enjoying
the sunshine, the marvelously tepid waters of the
Mediterranean , and the strains of Spanish folk music
lilting through the palms. Then it is off to the
Arabian Near East and then home. It has been a fine
exercise in serendi pity to this point—pausing here
and there to sample little portions of this and that ,
not adhering to any rigid schedule, and devoting
oneself only to what appeals most.
Well , as you newspapermen say, that 's 30.
Nerja , Spain
April
23.1973 tvm»±irsm
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THE END
John R. Zacamy, Director of Student Activities,
has announced the arrangements for Colby 's 152nd
Commencement, the weekend of June 1,2, and 3.
Seniors will be the guests of the College for meals
all weekend.
There will be a Commencement rehearsal at
1:15 Friday, June 1, at the conclusion of which ,
semester grades for graduating seniors will be
available. From five o'clock until 6:30 that afternoon , there will be a reception for parents, students
and faculty members in the Millett Alumni House.
Dinner will be served from 5:30 until seven in
Roberts and Many Low dining halls.
Saturday , June 2, breakfast will be available
in Dana and Mary Low from 8 until 9:30. Meanwhile, b eginning at 8:30 , there will be a Phi Beta
Kappa breakfast in Foss dining hall. Baccalaureate
services are scheduled for 10:30 that morning in
Lorimer Chapel.
There will be a lobster and clam bake in the
Fieldhouse that day beginning at 12:15. Tickets to
this event , for those who are not seniors, will cost
$5.50. Saturday afternoon at one, the Air Force
Reserve Officers ' Training Corps will hold their
commissioning exercises in the Dunn Lounge of
Runnals Union , and at two o'clock , the Colby
Board of Trustees will meet in the Baord Room of the
Eustic Building.
At five o'clock , Saturday afternoon , the President 's reception for seniors, their families, and members
of the faculty will be held on the lawns adjoining
the President 's home on upper Mayflower Hill
Drive. In the event of poor weather , this event will
be held in the Roberts Union. Dinner will be served
Saturday evening in ,Roberts, Foss, and Mary Low
dining halls from 5:30 until seven,
A Senior Dance will be held Saturday night at
nine in the Millett Alumni House.
. Breakfast on graduation day, Sun day, will be
served in Dana, Foss, and Mary Low, from 8 until
9:30. At ten o'clock , Commencement exercises
begin on the lawns of the Miller Library. Again , if
it rains, this event will be moved to the Wadsworth
Gymnasium in the Fieldhouse. The day 's events
are culminated by a buffet luncheon at 12:30 p.m.
in all of the College's dining halls.

Charles J. Hogan , a senior, has been named to hold
up President Williams' train in the Commencement
processional June 3. Hogan drew the prestigious
assignment by virtue of his long and devoted service
to the administration during his years on the hill. It
had been rumored that Dean of the Faculty Jenson
would perform this ceremonial function , but the
announcement issued yesterday by the Colby News
Bureau chief , Irving Faunce, has cleared up the
questio n at long last. Hogan will be assuming the
position that Anne O'Hanian held in last year 's
exercies.
In other matters concerning graduation , it has
been announced that Richard Gawthrop, also a
senior, will be the bearer of the symbolic Colby brick
which is emblematic of Colby 's streadfastness of
purpose. It is fitting that Gawthrop should be the
brick bearer because of his own demonstrated steadfastness of purpose in guiding Student Government
to financial solvency and unquestioned political ,
integrity.
It has also been leaked unofficially that Roger
Sherman will be the reci p ient of the 1973 Condom
Medal , given annual at Commencement to "that
senior who demonstrates most unswervingly his
preparedness to meet any and all emergencies, and
who , at greatest personal sacrifice , has most often
thought of others. " (This quote is from the citation.

GET A JOB
Applicants are needed within three weeks for
forty-five full-time positions in teacher training from
those willing to make a commitment to improving
the education in rural Maine school districts. The
degree program traineeswill be selected by the end
of May contingent onl y on final negotiation of
federal funding of Maine teacher corps. The Maine
Department of Educational and Cultural Services
stated last Friday it is encourag ing anyone interested
in th e internship type training experience to obtain
information and make application b y May 25 to one
or more the seven of local school districts in southern
Maine where the community-centered teacher corps
will be operated. The two-year full-time program
would start this July 1.
Each teacher corps trainee receives a stipend of
$90 per week on a year-round basis p lus a dependent
allowance. Successful comp letion of the program
will result in either a bachelors or masters degree in
elementary education to be conferred by the University of Maine at Portland-Gorham and certification as
a teacher by the department.
Th e fed era lly funded progra m is d esigned to
pr ovide a communi t y based teacher training experience in school districts with a large number of students from low income families. And , it is desi gne d
to strengthen these districts through the availability
of better in-service resources from the corps operation and through the availability of a pool of teachers
developed and trained at the local level. Based on
lo call y determined needs, Maine t each corps will
opera t e at t he elemen t ary level and focus on reading,
special edu cat ion , and counseling.
There is no age limit for applicants. A pp li ca t ions
and fur t her informa t ion may be obtained from the
University of Maine at Portland-Gorham , of the .
Maine Depar tment of Educational and Cultura l Services , Augusta. Applications may be made to one
or more of the teacher corps sites: Richard Ladner ,
Superin t enden t, Union 3 0, Sabattus; Clifford Tinkham , Superi n t enden t , Union 47 , Bath ; Howard Cush
man ,Superi ntendent , Union 7, Saco ; Fred Allen ,
Superintendent , S.A.D. 43, Mexico; Frederick Andrews , Jr., Superin t enden t , S.A.D. 21, Dixfield ,
Robert Powers, Superin tendent , S.A.D. 57, Waterboro ; and Bruce McGray, Superintendent , S.A.D.
35 , SO. Berwick/Eliot.

Notice:
Notice is hereby given to the Colby community
at large that Runnals Hill, eg. the large wooded and
open field area located behind Dana Hall extending
westward to Washington st. (2nd Rangeway) and
southward to the campus boundary is off limits to
all motorcycles, motor scooters, trail-bikes, minibikes, automobiles, dune-buggies, trucks and snowmobiles by order of . the Board of Trustees. In
addition , the area described above has been designated a state Game Management Area. Thus persons operating motor vehicles in the area are in
violation of Maine State law and as such are subject
to state prosecution. Furthermore, Colby College
may charge violators with unlawful tresspass and
damage to College property. The restriction on these
vehicles is necessary because of the threat of damage
to the sensitive topsoil layer as well as noise-produced disruption of the feeding and reproductive
activities of protected species in this area. The Colby
Environmental Council takes this opportunity to
state that its members will be deli ghted to provide
both the Game Warden and the College with the
identification of any and all violators for the purpose
of prosecution under the law. All persons bothered
by these blatting machines are encouraged to note
the time and p lace of the violation and if possible
the license number of the vehicle operator and then
notif y:
William Gilbert , Foss Hall
Frank Fiore, 9 Lawrence st
Martha Nist, Foss Hall
Christi Pope, Small Hall

DEWAR'S
PROFILES

(Pronounced Do-ers " White Label ")

HOWARD HUGHES
HOME:
AGE:

Waterv il le , Maine
7

PROFESSION : Newspaper editor -- Colby Echo
HOBBIES :

Slander and invective

LAST BOOK READ:

of War "

Herman Wouk' s "The Winds

!

LAST ACCOMPLI SHMENT: working with Morse and
Quimby all semester to put out the Colby Echo , using his
clever pseudonym , Peter Harriman. - '
QUOTE: "Well , I guess if they can 't take a joke , then
thoy can just ,., "
PROFI LE: Creative and incisive . w\n inquiring, wideran ging intellect with a preference for anonymity. Often
spitefu l and outspoken in his opinions.
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Obituary
What can you say about a newspaper that died?
That she failed in everyone 's eyes. That she wasn't
really a newspaper at all. That she was beautiful and
she loved Harriman , Quimby, and Morse. Th at she
was useful for making paper airplanes.
But there was more than that. There was the blood ,
sweat, and tears that went into making her what she
was each week. There was the hurry of nervous helpers
it was supposed
seeing that each detail was just the way
as we put
her
to be. There wa^thejoy and rapture
to bed each Tuesday. And then , of course, the reawakening on Thursday to the cries and groans in
the dining halls, a bittersweet experience.
But she's gone now and nothing will bring her
back . She. went down in honor on the battlefield
in the thick^of the struggle, in the heat of the night.
She was br^ve , she tried hard and those of us who loved
her will miss her . There won't be any more rubber
cement on our jeans, no more uneaten meals, no more
broken typewriters, no more crabbiness, no more being
T WW
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Box 1014, Roberts Union
Colby College, Waterville , Maine 04901
Telephone 873-1131 , extension 240
Founded in 1877, the Colby Echo is published
weekly except during vacations and examination
periods by the students of Colb y College , and printed
by the Valley Times of Pittsfield , Maine.
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office ,
Waterville , Main e. Accepted by mailing at a special
rate of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of
October 3, 1917, as amended , and authorized on
December 24, 1918.
All opinions expressed in this newspaper not directl y
attributed or identified are those of the Colby Echo.
The Edio assumes no responsibility for the return or
safeketp ing of unsolicited manuscripts or photographs.
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indoors when we should be outdoors, no more black
and white words dancing before our eyes, no more
cramped writing hands. The typists' fingers will get
fat , the copy editor 's eyes will improve, the editor 's
posture will straighten , the business manager will,
become poor. And all because a newspaper died.
What can you say about a newspaper that died?
Newspaper, Shmewspaper, it's been a long semester

LETTERS
To the Editor:
I wish to respond to the invitation which the band
received to participate in the Tournament of Roses
Parade. We are forced to decline, due to the fact that
we have no full-time director and such a skimpy budget. .
It has been ten years now since we have had any kind
of decent treatment by the school, but still we keep
on plugging. It is indeed a great honor to be invited ,
but we must decline. No doubt it is the fact that we
are the only band in the nation which trips across the
thirty yard line with such dexterity , and the fa ct that
it took us three tries to realize that Colb y is spelled
with a C which procured for us the invitation, but
since the school takes us so lightly, we cannot accept
such a large honor , which would be a shiny feather
in Colby's cap. Too bad , but I just wanted the school
to know why we must refuse. Thank you.
Sincerely,
The President
(I am the President, make no
mistake about that!)

Bennett, Forest Taylor, Art Miles, Charles McMurphy,
Charles Halton , Bud Osborne, Drew-Demorest,
'
and Robert W. Service.
John Wayne and Marlene Deitrich also co-*
starred in another film, "Seven Sinners," in 1940.
Live long and prosper ,"
Alan Andres & Byrd Allen
Da n a H all
film: missing from the
Caine
P.S. Another Michael
list two weeks age-. "Get Carter."
To the Editor:
I have this set of papers that I ripped off of the
pentagon. Would you like to be the first paper in
the country to publish them? Send response to Federal
Grand Jury in New York .
Daniel Ellsberg

POL L

"
by Matthew Powell
Now is the time of the year when colleges all
across this great nation of ours are pushing their
more than reluctant seniors out into what has been
facetiously call "the real world." It is also the time
of the year that schlock college papers are commissioning their reporters to write cute little articles
about what this wonderful groun of kids will be
doing for the "big summer Job ,' i.e., the rest of
their lives. The ECHO has no desire to buck tradition ,
so what follows is our attempt at assessing exactly what
the class of '73 thinks it will be doing.
This, contrary to popular opinion , is no easy
task , the ECHO, wishing to uphold its reputation
for objectivity , hired an independent research group
to survey the career intentions of Colby's seniors.
The 327 graduating seniors were given a questionnaire
which asked the question, "What do you think you
might be doing next year (excluding the possibility of
the death of a rich uncle)?" The response was overDear Sir :
whelming. 60% of the seniors returned the questionnaire
Once again the Psychology Department is asking
The research group assumes that the other 40%
for student cooperation in a continuing study of
were either gone home for the weekend, playing
student attitudes and behavior at Colby. In a few days
golf , or in no condition to even sign their own names.
we will distribute the 1973 version of the questionnaire
The questionnaire was open-ended , which means
which has been circulated in 1971'and 1972.
the student had to fill in the blank. Some students
Our preliminary results have proven useful in
complained that they hadn 't been given a test like
providing a basis for recommendations for changes
this in their four years here, and that they thought
at Colby, but in order to get the most information
it was unfair. Because of the openendedness,
possible it is important that we repeat the study so
the answers were varied and difficult to place in categories
that we can determine attitudes and behavior. For
After many hours of analysis, we feel we have come up
this reason we are asking that as many students as
with a pretty good idea of what the direction of the
possible take 15 minutes of their time to fill out and
'73 will be. Here ' are the results:
return the questionnaires.
1. Don 't know, don 't care or forgot- 40%
We would also like to re-emphasize the fact that no
2. Graduate School, Technical School or
student can be identified from the answers to this
any other desire to remain in a womb-like atmosphere
questionnaire and that no attempt will be made to
- 28%
examine individual responses. The questionnaires
3. Last year's summer job until something opens
will not be available to anyone other than the faculty
up - 10%
of the Psychology Department.
4. Teaching in Central Maine area or just hanging
The success of this project depends on the cooperationi around Waterville - 15%
of Colby students. So far we have had a high rate of
5. Alcoholism, drug addiction , other vices - 6%
returns ; your hel p once again will be appreciated.
6. Definite Job-1%
Lewis F. Lester, Ph.D,
An analysis of the data is very revealing. The
Paul Perez , Ph.D.
independent research group told the ECHO that
Department of Psychology
these figures compared almost exactly to those of
a nation wide survey done last month , which once
again proves that the average Colby student is just
about as average as you can get. The relatively low
Dear ECHO:
percentage in the first category and the relatively
It 's us again. The mystery film mentioned on
high Percentage in the last (as compared to a study
that was cbne at Colby last year, and subsequently
page 11 of last week's ECHO was "The Spoilers "
suppressed by the administration) are most probably due
made in 1942. It was the fourth of five films from
to the widening job market which has been reported
Rex Beach's novel. The screenplay was by Lawin all our hometown papers, There was also an increase
rence Hazard and Tom Reed , directed by Ray
in the second category and a decrease in the fifth.
Enright.
This is just further proof that Nixon is truly boring the
The story took place in an Alaskan boom town ,
counter-culture out of existence.
where John Wayne owned the Midas Gold Mine ,
These figures should not be taken as any kind
and Marlene Deitrich p layed Cherry Malotte. Also
of reflection on the quality of a Colby edu cation
featured in this film were : Randol ph Scott , Maror
the American educational system, itself. But
garet Lindsay, Harry Carey, Richard Barthelmess,
doesn't it get you that your parents spent 16 big ones
George Cleveland , Samuel S. Hinds , Russel Simpson ,
for
this? Doesn 't it?
William Farom , Marietta Canty, Jack Norton , Ray
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THANKS

The first stop on my last series of house haunts
on a pole surrounded b y daffodils completes the
the
English
of
Prof
.
Celand
Witham
of
was the home
scene.
Dept. in Oakland. Mr. Witham designed his four
Prof. Parker Johnson of the Psych. Dept. owns
of
blend
as
a
pleasant
room , eight year old home
a massive white farmhouse with barn and connecting
buildings just outside of Oakland center. He acquired
both the old and the new. The home, constructed by
side
of
a
hill
and
features
the farm in 1955 , and has not been able to date it
Violet Ellian, is built on the
accurately although it is probably over 100 years
a commanding view of the surrounding hills and Mesold. The two-story ten-room house with a long piazza
salonskee Stream. Upon entering the back door at
on
the
second
floor
himself
one
finds
just
off the circular drive is situated on 35 acres of
ground level,
land. Originally the farm was much larger but was
which includes two bedrooms and bath . The living
immediately
beamed
roof
is
sold
to provide for house lots.
room with its sloping
The house itself has been divided into a 2 famil y
visible and is reached by navigating an open flight
15'
h
modern
with
its
dwelling;
there is no elegant woodwork , and the wain.
of dark p ine stairs. Althoug
scoating has long since been covered b y wallpaper.
brick fireplace and sloping beamed roof , the living room is
Prof. Johnson remarked that it is not a showp lace,
basically antique with new wainscoating, ancestor
but rather a very functional old farmhouse. No vestige
portraits on the walls, twelve-pane over eightpane
of fireplaces exists today, but there is evidence that
windows, and a variety of odd lamps and tables.
there
was once was a large central chimney. Corner
There is a circular pine table with a distilled Dry
beams, though , are visible in each of the four corners
Gin lamp on top plus an old sea chest, copper cauldrons,
of
many rooms. The huge barn is distinguished b y
pewter candlesticks, a copper horse weathervane on
a 5 foot wood weathervane shaped like a fish. It
the chimney and an old music stand which is used for
originally
served as a cattle bar n , but the Johnsons
the readings Mr. Witham holds at his home.
now farm sheep. There are only a few trees left
Off the living room is the homey kitchen with its
;'i the once flourishing orchards.
own fireplace sporting antique brass utensils and an
H- walking behind the comp lex of buildings,
1830 clock on its mantel which once belonged to
one
can see acres of rolling pastureland and get a fine
Prof. Witham's greatgrandmother . The room features
view of the Messalonskee Stream. Prof. Johnson has
copper fixtures, a pink print wallpaper , and wainscoating
jus
t given 700 feet of his river-front property to the
painted p ink to match. In the center is a beautiful
state for use as a picnic site and boat launch area .
circular pumpkin pine table placed underneath a
He has retained 125 feet of frontage for private use.
hanging lamp which serves as Mr. Witham's work area.
Although
quite close to the road , the abundant pastures
The hardwood floor consists of boards of uneven width ,
surrounding
the homestead and that fish turning in
accented b y numerous braided scatter rugs. Off the
the breeze provide the ri ght atmosphere for comfortable
kitchen is w hat appears to be a pantry full of wall
Continued on page 7
country living.
to wall yellow cupboards. U pon a closer inspection
the cupboards can be found to hold Mr. Witham '
s library
Natural shingles , in the process of weathering, cover
the outside of the house. The three acre slop ing
backyard
boasts strateg icall y placed flower gardens and a stone
~jy^?iT^BipBBlfB
wall, one portion strategicall y placed flower gardens and •CB-^^^sflBB-VW^S^SfipflHHa^
a stone wall, one portion of which was destroyed
pk
v 4ft7"^ <_8M-^HHh
p #i^difW ^_SnSC s _MBfl
b y a frost heave. A one car garage and v/»,:! birdhouse
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LEVINE'S
Ludy '21

Pacy '27
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SELL YOUR BOOK S
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$3000.00 IS BEING HELD IN
THE BOOKSTORE
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FOR COLBY STUDENTS
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WH A T IN HELL I S

J

WAH WAH?

hundred yards away. It was beyond belief. Jacob's,
only reply to all this was that perhaps people would
have been less inclined to talk had it been scheduled
after dark . Would Frasconi have been as magnanimous
had such a reception occured during the presentation
of his film in Given Auditorium ? I think not, nor
should he have been expected to do so.
A visit from such an artist as Jacobs has been
needed badly at Colby, for there is virtually no course ,
in contemporary art offered here. His art is very
much in the present, which is to say, he is breaking
new ground. He knows from first hand experience
what is happening at this time in all areas of the
current art scene, and has the verbal competence to
talk about the subject with ease. But that was not to be
I am left with a sense of great disappointment, first
because I did not have the opportunity to learn
more from Mr. Jacobs, and second, because the
majority of people at Colby, both students and faculty,
still react with suspicion and ridicule when confronted
with something they do not understand.

night 's performance had an unexpected addition to
thie cast of characters, and several uneasy moments
when the actors walked thro ugh,an imaginary wall.
However these were minor distractions. Powder
and Wig should be congratulated for their restraint,
and faithfulness to the script, for this production;
it leaves one with high hopes for their efforts next

season

The Powder and Wig production of A Streetcar
Named Desire missed several stops along the line.
Eith er Mr. Suss chose material too demanding for
the talent and facilities available at Colby, or else
the production did not fulfill the potential that is
here. In any case, the play had its problems.
The actors had the most serious of those problems.
On Friday night , at least, the combination of Southern
accents, poor diction , and the Loft Theatre acoustics
made hearing and understanding most difficult . This
tended to improve as the evening progressed , possibly
because the audience learned to listen harder. Also,
while individual performances were good , the group
as a whole did not seem to function effectively together.
One had the feeling that the three principals were so
concerned with their own parts, that they forgot
Powder and Wig's production of A Streetcar Named
that others were in the scene, too. They played to
Desire was one of the best P&W shows of the past
the audience rather than with each other. This made =
few seasons, and easily this year 's best. The play flowed
their characterizations less believable, as the relationships
well , and the acting and set were excellent. The seating
which are so central to Streetcar were not developed.
problems in Roberts were somewhat alleviated by
Jane Osier performed well as Blanche, especially
the use of risers. In general , P&W went a long way to
in the first act. She had perfected the tones and
making one forget that the Roberts' Loft is not , in
nervous nammerisms required for the part , although
fact a theater.
she lacked some quality necessary to be convincing in
The play was produce d in honor of its 25th anniversary the final emotional
scenes. There was a youngness
Unfortunately it really shows its age. Williams, after
about her which belied Blanche , the desperate,
25 years, appears to be a skilled craftsman , but rather
aging Southern belle. Cind y Canoll as Stella was
limited in scope and depth. His views on "love, sex, and
excellent , except that she had trouble convey ing the
shattered dreams" now seem out-dated and pedestrian.
nature of her love for Stanley; the sexuality was
is elitist.
His stereotypes of men and women no longer have
perfunctory and dubious. This aspect of the play is
David Jacobs came to Colby with slides and films,
a strong relation to the audience. Shattered dreams
essentia]
to its meaning and was therefore missed. Gary
but his showings were confined to a combination
are not startling in the 1970's, they are merely a fact
Arsenault must share the blame with Cindy. His Stanley
studio and classroom, thereby limiting his audience
of life.
was
good when comic and plausibl y beefy, tough
to a drawing class one day, and the sculpture class
Although the wall of age between the play and the
and chauvinistic throughout , but emerged, finally,
the next. He gave no public presentation in the
audience prevented the production from being movinge,
developed
in only two dimensions. The tenderness
evening as did Frasconi.
P&W brought out the best in the play. This was
was missing, and one reall y wondered if and why
The high point of his visit was the display of
due in no small part to the set, designed by Elaine
Stella
loved him. Jay Reed as Mitch did manage to
several pieces of his sound sculpture at the Colby
Halberg , and constructed by Frank Stevenson, Rob
share the stage with Blanche , his shy, boyish love for
Music Shell. Most of his present work is of this
Burgess, Chet Hickow , and Steve Horan. The play
her was obvious. Lacking in his portrayal , however,
type, emitting a wide variety of mostly air produced
demands a realistic set, and this one was, in a word ,
was any evidence in the strugg le he endure d in
sounds. The particular pieces he chose to bring to
splendid. The available space was used perfectly, and
giving her up. His choice seemed so easy that his anger
Colby were large works of rubber , and aluminum
the audience was given the illusion of peeking in
and tears in the final scene made no sense, when they
tubing. A demonstration of the range of sounds
through a wall in the Kowalski apartment. The lighting,
should have been tragic.
possible for these pieces was scheduled for six pm.
costumes, and props contributed effectively to the
The characterization problems led to problems
Arthur Gibbons, presently teaching sculpture and
atmosphere of the play.
with the plot. The tense development of pathos
drawing at Colby, while Harriett Mathews is on
Ultimatel y, however, the play stands or fails on
culminating in the rape incident was simply not there;
sabbatical, aided Jacobs in setting up. Gibbons also
the quality of the acting. G. Arscnault as Stanley,
the rape, irrationially came out of nowhere. Since
worked with Jacobs before coming to Colby. The
the ape-like force that leads to Blanche DuBois '
the actors did not work together, they did not seem
pieces were in place and operable by early afternoon.
destruction , was properl y animalistic , although somewhat to care
about each other either. One did not care
I drove over to the shell about four o'clock, and found
lacking in compassion when it was needed. On the
about
them
, become involved , or believe any of it.
Gibbons and Jacobs sitting on the stage. They suggested
whole he was, perhaps , a bit dumber and less natural
There
were
other small disturbances that , fortunately
I turn off the engine and "listen to some sound. "
than Stanley is expected to be, But power, the essence
tended to be overshadowed by some of the play's
I sat there, waiting for it to begin. After about five
of Stanley, was undeniabl y there, Stella , Stanley 's
finer
touches. Minor characters, particularly Gloria
minutes, I realized I had been listening to the sculpture
wife, as played by Cindy Canoll was a largely effective
Payne, Candy Burnett , and the poker players, lent a
since my arrival. The sounds were so subtle, and delicatly midpoint between Blanche and Stanley. If a little too
touch
of down-to-earth believability , as did the
resonant, that they were mixing with , varied by, and
frail , it was compensated for by her gestures, facial
superb set and costumes. The screen created an inter
sometimes hidden , by the slight breeze blowing
expressions, and flawless execution. Jayne Osier , as
esting
double scene, and the lighting was fine.
across the athletic field. It struck me that this was, in
Blanche , the neurotic symbol of the dacaying South ,
'
In the final analysis , "Streetcar " began well but
a sense, the most naturalisti c sculpture ever produced.
was the highligh of the evening. Rarel y does P&W
went nowhere. I, for one , never believed any of it.
Of course, the longer I stayed in its presense, the
give its actors the opportunity to play a role as
more aware of it I became, for it was art, and had nothing difficult and complex as Blanche , and Ms. Osier
to do with a verisimilitude of natural sounds.
showed us what a mistake that is with her stunning
At six o'clock Jacobs sat down in the midst of
performance, Although she allowed Blanche 's
his devices used for varying the emission from the
neuroticism to come out too early in the play, her
gestures and tone of voice showed she had a fine grasp
pieces, and began the demonstration. It is doubtfu l
if those present heard much , or at least any of its
of her character. She coped well with the rather
subtler aspects. They talked and laughed incessantl y,
schizophrenic condition of Blanche. The supporting
cast served to round out the play nicely. Jay Reed , as
and walked and ran about ,' turn ing the evening into
Mit ch , was just dumb and innocent enough to make
a time for socializing. A man playing a bent nail
his character believeable.
would have received more attention. To top it all
The production had a few technical flaws. Thursday
off , a soft ball game was in progress less than a
"What's this wah wah crap?" said the professor
standing before the bulletin board.
"It's something the Art Department brought up
here," said one of the two students standing near by.
"Well you two are part of the Student Government
Did you want this?"
"We had no part in it," the other student said.
"Then I ask you , what is the sense of having
a Student Government if it can't be used to effectively
control this kind of...of..."
"Crap, professor?"
I regret that I am unable to quote verbatim the
above conversation, for it would no doubt have
pushed beyond all reach , the high water mark for
insipid discourse. It is regretably, all to indicative,
of the manner in which David Jacobs, artist and
teacher, was received at Colby. The problems began
with the unfortunate, and perhaps unavoidable,
overlap with the visit of Antonio Frasconi. Frasconi,
a master in the art of woodcut conducted a slide
show of prints, his own and others, to several art
history classes, that provided a sound introduction
to the state of the art in the twentieth century. In
addition to this, his two demonstrations in the
technique of woodcut , were illuminating and pleasurable
I did however, find his film unfilmic, and I failed
to learn anything from his brief talks and discussion
periods, except that art that cannot be reduplicated

PHI BETA KAPPA
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The following is a list of the present members of the Colby Chapter of the Phi Beta Kappa Honorary fraternity
All but Heather Burns, Richard Gawthrop, J udy Gundel, Susan Pinciaro, Mary Robinson, and Joseph Small were
elected to the society last week.
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Class of 1973
Paulette Archambault
Glenn Armbruster
Robin Barnes
Jean Beckman
Richard Beverage
Alan Blanker
Merrilee Bonney
Heather Bums
Norma Burrows
IdaDionne
Seth Dunn
Jonathan Fink
Richard Gawthrop
Hope Gottleib
Barbara Gregory
Kenneth Gross
Judy Gundel
Chrisanne Hall
Jeanne Irving
Mary Jane Kelly
Wendy Knickerbocker
Carole LaRose
Cynthia Lovitz
Christine Mattern
Richard Page
Susan Pinciaro
James Putnam
Gay Quimby
Mary Robinson
Cynthia Santillo
Ronald Schwartz
Roger Sherman
Sarah Slaughter
Joseph Small
Gregory W. Smith
Ingrid Svensson
Richard Valone
Karen Wetmore
Laurie Williams

Math ematics
Administrative Science
History & Philosophy
Chemistry
Mathematics
Government
History
Philosophy
Mathematics
Ru ssian & Music
History
Geology-Biology
History
Spanish and French
French
History
Chemistry
Spanish
Spanish
Philosophy
American Studies
Spanish
East Asian Studies
Philosophy-Religion
Art
Mathematics & Economics
Geology-Biology Classics-English
English
English
Government
Philosophy
Psychology
Mathematics
English
German
Administrative Science
Geology & Environmental
Studies
History

Coventry, R.I.
Wellesley, Mass.
Ho-Ho-Kus, N.J.
Erie, Pa.
Portland , Me.
Greenfield , Mass.
Augusta, Me.
Hingham, Mass.
Portland, Me.
Nashua, N.H.
Newington, Conn.
Great Neck, N.Y.
Westford , Mass.
Kenmore, N.Y.
East Greenwich , R.I
Natick , Mass.
Leonia, N.J.
Sudbury, Mass.
Wakefield , Mass.
Lakewood , M.J.
Bar Harbor , Me.
Lyndhurst, N.J .
London , England
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GIVE SOMEBODY DUN K I N DON UTS

GET SOME LOVIN' BACK
I _A
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Breakfast 24 hours a day

&&mister
Domjtt ®
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HONDA MOTORCYCLES
p arts-ac cesories-service
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Scituate, Mass.
Fairfield , Me.
Beverly , Mass.
Oakland, Me.
East Derry, N.H.
Easthampton , Mass
Framingham , Mass.
Great Neck N.Y.
Closter, N.J.
Scott Depot , W. Va
Bath , Me.
Columbus, Ohio
Monroe, Conn.
Utica, N.Y.
Bethesda, N.Y.

j

42 College Avenue
SMITH'S SALES
11 Water Street
Waterville , Maine .
873-4426

HAIL CAESAR P^gi *.
Godfather of Harlem!
...The cat with the
.45 caliber claws!
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Oakdale, Conn.

Class of 1974

Lynne D'Orlando
Ronda Luce
Patricia Rachal
Michael Wynne

Psychology
Biology
Government
Psychology-Mathematics

Needham , Mass
Readfiel d, Me.
Lowell, Mass.
Braintree, Mass,
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House Haunt: III
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Continued from page 5
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Just beyond Mr. Witham 's place, another member of
the English Dept., Prof. Colin MacKay, has built a
home designed by Mrs. MacKay . The floor plan is
quite unique as the house is divided into thirds on
one level.
The first third is for entertaining and includes
the entrance foyer , a 34' x 18' living room which
has glass sliding doors leading to the backyard ,
and a guest bathroom. The main feature of the spacious
formal living room is an impressive arched shaped
fireplace built by Henry Drouin that measures 9V4
x 8 feet. A massive 10 inch power saw, sitting in
the middle of the room , comp letes the decor. The
MacKays have been working on their home for
about five years now and it is soon to be completed
with the installation of wall to wall carpeting and
a second coat of paint. A general living area makes
up the second third. It consists of the kitchen, dining
area, study and a second living room. A soon to be
built terrace will be accesible from both the sliding
doors of the dining area and from the formal living
room. The kitchen cabinets boast a beautiful dark
fruitwood stain and have antique copper hardware.
One dish cupboard even opens on both the kitchen
and dining sides for easier serving. Amidst the numerous

counters, there is the convenience of a built in
chopping board.
Not only did the MacKays p lan their home, but
Mr. MacKay is quite a carpenter in his own rig ht,
The entertainment unit built into one wall of the
second living room was designed and constructed
by Prof, MacKay. It features space for a television ,
p honograph, and records, p lus bookshelves and space •
for the Italian prints the MacKays brought back
from their sabbatical trip to Ital y, as well as a special
arrangement for a pull down slide screen. Mr.
MacKay also constructed his wife's desk found in
the dining area with its special shelf for cook books.
The last third of the house is the more private
area and includes the master bedroom , bath and
a separate entrance on to the two car garage. Downstairs
there is a full cellar which will eventually house a shop
for furniture building balanced by Mrs. Ma cKay's
crafts shop. The home is situated on 3 acres of land
and has app. 700' of frontage on the Messalonskce
Stream. The MacKays hope eventually to have a
dock, garden and duck pond to complete the
landscape.
At this time I would like to thank all the professors
who so graciously showed mc their homes. It Was a
most profitable and enjoyable experience.

WOODWARD
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STATE
TRACK MEET
Sophomore Ted Snyder's record tying leap of
46 feet , 3 inches in the triple jump was the highlight
of Colby's participation in the annual four-way !
state track meet held last Saturday at Bates. Snyder, who also won the 120 yard high hurdles,
finished third in the high jum p and third in the 440
Intermediate hurdles, was awarded the Tootell
Tro phy, which goes to the outstanding performer
in field events as this meet. Unfortunately Snyder and ;
and sprinter Manny Myers were Colby's only two
bright spots as the team finished fourth with 3 7
points. Maine was the victor with 63 points,
followed by Bates with 54, Bowdoin with 45 and
Colby.
Myers took both the 100 arid 220 yard dashes
for Colby 's only other first place victories .
Other points scorers for Colby were weightmen
Dick Beveridge, who finished second in the discus and
third in the shot put , and Malcolm Perkins, who
finished fourth in the hammer. The 440 y ard
relay team finished third and freshmen Dave
Christie in the 440 and Ehri Groothoff in the mile
both finished fourth.

NETAAEN BEST BRANDEIS

mi en wins two...

The Colby tennis team upped their record to 6-2
this past week as they won three of the four matches
they played. On Tuesday the Mules were surprised
by an underrated UMaine team and lost 5-4. Jeff
Cohen , John Robbins and Mike Currie all won their
singles matches but the only doubles team that
managed a win was the team of Cohen and Currie.
Thursday saw Colby travelling to Babson and
emerging with an easy 8-2 victory. Babson could not
stand up under the torrid pressure of the Mule
netmen.
Saturday, in their only home match of the week
Colby defeated Tufts by a score of 7-2. Cohen ,
Robbins , and Currie all won their singles matches
again as did Senior Captain Al Linsky, who is
slowly rounding into form after an early injury.

Robbins and Ed Hatch , Cohen and Currie, and Bill
Whidden and Scott McDermott all won their
doubles matches.
In what proved to be the most exciting match of
the year from Colby 's viewpoint the Mules defeated
Barndeis 54 lost Monday. Al Linsky, Ed Hatch
and John Robbins won their singles matches while
the top three of Cohen , Currie and Robbins all
lost. Cohen and Curri e won their doubles match
to tie the score at 4-4 while Linsky and Whidden
won the final doubles match to g ive Colby the
match.
This Wednesday Colby sought revenge against
UMaine while this weekend they will be travelling
to the New Englands. Next week they will face
Bates and Bowdoin before closing the season on
Friday with the All-Maine matches.

MULE BATS EXTEND STREA K

Colby 's baseball team got back on the winning
trail with four consecutive victories, including two
state series triumphs, last week. On Tuesday the
Mules travelled to Orono where they soundly defeated
the hosting Black Bears by a score of 9-2. Thursday
saw Colby shutting out Bowdoin on the latter's field
by a score of 5-0, while on Saturday the Mules celebrated their return home with a double header sweep
over visiting Trinity, 3-2 and 7-0. Strong pitching
and timely hitting were the keys to Colby 's vicotries
as Gary Millen , Steve Jasinski and Rich Oparowski
all turned in stellar mound performances and the
clutch hits were there when they were needed.
Millen went the nine inning distance against
U Maine , giving up two runs on five hits, while
striking out two and walking three. He was bailed
out of trouble in the sixth , seventh and ninth by
timely double p lays. Colby scored all nine runs in
the second and third innings with a combination
of walks, errors and timely base hits. In the second
Steve Dofan doubled home Brian Cone and Dave
Averill , who had walked , while Millen 's sacrifice fly
brought home Gene Delorenzo h who had reached
on an error. In the third DeLorcnzo walked to
fourth in a run , Kevin Mayo singled in two more, and
Data' s second double in as many inni ngs brought

in two more. Mike Lapenna 's sacrifice fly brought
in the final run in the one sided victory. The loss
must have come as a surprise to U Maine for , going
on the basis of the Mule 's previous two games, they
must have figured they were in for an easy time.
The story on Thursday was all Steve Jasinski as
the big right-hander shut out Bowdoin on four hits,
while striking out nine and walking only two. The
offense in this game was provided by Mike Lapenna
and Dave Lane.
On Saturday Colby showed a larger and partisan
crowd why they are under serious consideration for
a berth in the post-season ECAC tournament as
they swept both ends of a very quickly played
doublehcadcr .
Millen won the opener , his second victory of
the week and his second route-going performance
of the week, as he allowed two runs on four hits
while striking out four, Trinity scored two runs in
the second for their only, albeit short-lived lead.
Colby got one back in the third , as Mike Lapenna
walked , stole second and scored on Dave Lane's
double , and tied the score in the fifth , as Dave
Avcrill's sacrifice fly drove in Jim Hayes after he
and the two batters who followed him had walked
The Mules won it in the last of the seventh as Lapenna

doubled and was moved to third on Hayes' bunt
single. Brian Cone was intentionall y walked to
load the bases and Dave A verill's unintentional
walk brought home the winning run.
In the second game Oparowski was virtually
untouchable as only a scratch'infield single and a
base on balls marred his bid for a perfect game. As
it was he only faced the minumum twenty one
batters for the seven-inning context because both base
runners were erased on double plays. Oparowski
struck out seven batters in gaining his fifth victory.
The Mules scored all their runs in the fourth inning
with some trul y impressive hitting. Lane doubled
to open the inning and was followed by Dave Averill,
who walked, Both runners were scored by first
baseman DeLorenzo's double, while he in turn scored
catcher'Don Shech y's single up the middle.
Dolan , who had singled DeLorcnzo to third , scored
on a fielder 's choice which moved Sheehy to third.
Sheehy scored on Jim Hayes' single, while he moved
up, to third on the throw home. He scored the final
run of the inning on a single by Dave Lane, whose
double had started the whole thing.
This Wednesday Colb y hosted Maine while this
Saturday the Mules will be home for a very importatn double-header with Tufts.
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In Concert: Friday, May 11
Given Auditorium 8:30 p.m.
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WE WISH ALL OUR FRIENDS AT COLBY
A VERY PLEASANT SUMMER
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129 MAIN ST.
WATERVILLE
873-0651

MONTGOMERY WARD

LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
AGAIN NEXT FALL

10% OFF

CONCERT COOP & COLBY COLLEGE

With this CO UPON .Colby

present

Students may purchase ANYTHING

in the Store
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(except fair exchange items)
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ABORTIO N

• PREGNANC IES TERMINATED UP TO
24 WEEKS
• ALL INFORMATION CONFIDENTIAL
• LEGAL AND SAFE
• OPERATIONS PERFORMED IN APPROVED HOSPITALS UNDER CARE
OF CERTIFIED PHYSICIAN
• UNDER 12 WEEKS PREGNANT TOTAL TIME IN HOSPITA L WILL BE
UNDER 3 HOURS
• PREGNANCY TESTING
No need to miss more than 1 day from work
or can be done Sat. or Sun.
NATIONAL FAMILY

PLANNING COUNCIL LTD.

call 215-455-0600

AT COLBY COLLEGE
(WADSWORTH FIELD HOUSE)
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And so, we hone, will ewe.
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IIM CONCERT
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FAIRFIELD

ADVANCE ADMISSION $4.50SK&

mJtf JgM Concert Cooperation a divisi on of ECA
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2 SHOWS 7.00 and 9:30 P.M.
Sunday May 13th 1973
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Limited Number Student Discount' *
Tickets Available with Colby I.D. for $4.00
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only two per student
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C.A.ROTWANG— Where are you now that w e need
us.

you?

THE Mafia lives under Runnals Hill.

Tee Hee Hee!

YES Virginia, there is a Santa Glaus. Believe
S. Glaus

me.

P.J OWL O'Connor
Sat in a Corner,
Eating his lettuce and peanut butter.
Along came a spider, from out of his cider,
And said, "I'm Kosher for Moshe."

ANITA

*to^M\ m

;^sl .
Baldwin - NYAAAGH!

ECHO

TRIVIA

Who played the part of Jimmy Olson in
the Superman series?

¦

'

__

Colb y has the only undergraduate Library
in the country without a complete set of Dr. Seuss
books.

, shoulders , knees, and toes, knees and toes.
Head , shoulders, knees, and toes, knees and toes.
And eyes and ears and mouth and nose.
Head shoulders knees and toes knees and toes!

TO

be alive is to undo your belt and look for trouble.
Zorba the Greek

FR ILLY frolicky flags flapped furiously from frisky
Fred' s famous Ford fill fa ir Frankenst ein's fruit feast
of fat flies frantically foaming from foamy feet.
CAN

I sit behind you?
Is that a preposition?

EA T

TO all you average Colby studen ts who have seen
seen signs up concerning your "inner ecology " —
it is just a pseudo-intellectual term for stomach.

D A V I D — I never knew what sexy legs you had , and
so strong! ( Heart be still.)

I . I
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(formerl y Tony 's Pizza)
213 Main St.
(Next lo Dunkin ' Doiiius)
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New additions lo ilie Mmiu ' -.
Lasagna
Spag hetti
Lebanese cabbag e rolls
Inpoitcd Wiiic&. Ucer to go
Free delivery on all orders ovev $5. ,

872-7767
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COLBY has produced a new American myth. Eliot

set down the myth of the fisher king in The Wasteland.
This school has been unable to obtain a king for its
myth , since all have either been killed , deposed or
are in the midst of revolution and cannot come to
be in our myth . So we delved a little lower down in
the hierarch y of American politics and came up with
a fisher-Mayer. He can be heard acting out his story in
Lovejoy o ccasionaly.
The my t h, b riefly, runs thus — in the barrenness
of th e wasteland , th ere arises a top-dog (Bassett-hound)
who creates a fertile section. Over this he sets the
fisher-mayer to rule. Though with no visible wound ,
the fisher-Mayer is unable to maintain the fertle-

AND WHEN THE KNIGHT L00KETH
ASKANCE AT SUCH A CREATURE/THE
DRAGON SAVETH ^ TIS A MAGIC SHEEPE,
SIRE,FOR IT GROWETH GplDEW
FLEECE,ANO WILL MAKE THEE RICH, ,/¦

WHENCE IN A BURST OF GREEDE THE
KNIGHT CRIETH vD0NE!',THINKING
HEHAD AT LAST BESTED HIS FOE,,,
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V I L L A G E BARBERS
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ONCE,A DRAGON OFFERED A BALD
SHEEPE TO A KNIGHT FORTHE PRICE
0FA6- PACK OF SCHAEFER BEERE,,,
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I hold your hand in mine dear ,
I press it to my lips
I take a health y bite
FACT John , Paul , George and Ringo are Back Together . From your dainty fingertips.
My joy would be complete dear if you were only here,
ANYONE interested in writing for the ECHO
But still I keep your hand as a precious souvenir.
next year — call Pam ext. 530.
The night you died I cut it off ,
I reall y don 't know why.
'Cause now each time I kiss it ,
I get blood stains on my tie.
MISS H einrich — How can you have a newl yI'm
sorry that I killed you
designed Frank Lloyd Wright complex to live in,
For our love was something fine.
when he's been dead for quite a while, and didn 't
Un til they come to get me
design it ? It's like having a Bach two-part invention
I will hold your hand in mine.
written by Handel. Somehow it just doesn 't make it.
With many thanks to Tom Lehrer
FROM last week's issue: Which is bigger — Mr. Bigger
or Mr. Bigger 's baby? Mr. Bigger 's baby because he 's
DAVID You 're Jewish enough for me, but can you
a little Bigger.
find it in your heart to accept blintzes and sour cream
for what they really mean; and when you hear about
WHAT'Sthe motto of the Jewish football team —
wasps, will you see large bees on daisies, or do visions of
non-ethnic majori ties dance in your head? Think about
get that quarter - back.
it; d on 't worry, your hair won 't curl. (Although that
P H I L - PARTY!?!
way, you might look more )

HEAD
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There is rio' sub'stitoie'^for -qualit v

Violets are blue
The semester is dead
The ECHO is through.

FACT

•V-;

KEN NEDY MEMO RIAL DRIVE

ROSES are red

Boy Blew,
Come Blow som e Corn ,
Your sheeps in the Bedroom ,
Your eyes in the Porn.

*
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J 1M Cousins — When are you going topless again?
Concerned Person.

LITTLE
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Main Sueet . Wate rville
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BEARING OUT THE ANCIENTGREEKADAGE
/TrOPTOTrSOUVLAKITA'O^HE WHO BU/SA
BALQ MAGIC SHEEPE IS CERTAINTO BE FLEECED,'
/1
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Schaofor Qroworlos, Now York ,N,V„ Dalllmoro , Mrt., Uohlgh Va lley, Pii,
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Unexplained JiJ re rf SztHo
ss of his territory . The population slowly succumbe
to the sleeping sickness ( a rare exotic disease),
or else is wiped out through shock at the realization
of what is happening. But as is true of all myths,
good wins out , and this myth rings true to form. The
fisher-Mayer is saved by Fred Bell who returns the
population to life and iflls it with hope for salvation
at the bonds of the Top Dog. (No , Fred is not just
a p lant.)

"ARE you married?"

IN response to your piddly little meetings on non-smokers
GOD
rights — non-smokers don 't have any.
NO tone left unstearned.
C.W. — Can toads become princes like frogs can?
English 352

FROM the American Heritage Dictionary of the
English Language: College—a school of higher learning
that grants a bachelor 's degree. Also from same
dictionary -.Collage : an artistic composition of
materials and objects pasted one. a surface. I think
that somewhere in the past the spelling of the second
word in the title of our school was changed.

MR. Armstrong — Can we please go to Pasadena?
The Band.

A Laugh — Tee Hee Hee Ha Ha Ho.

TO Sarah what'sherface in Sturtevant — Sorry we've
forgotten you all semester.*

YOU onl y wolf-whistle at the one who won 't hit
you back.

ARE

we there yet? Where are we supposed to be?
I thought we were going there? But we're not there
we're here. You can 't ever be there because no matter
where you are you're always here , or at least I'm here,
you 're there.

nor Seven Sinners so what was it called? Perhaps
Marlene Dietrick wasn 't in it. But John Wayne
definitely was. It did not take place in Alaska.
Sorry Byrd and Allan.

TO the Anonymous Wine Giver^ Thank you. It
made my day . and my week. And my month....
What else can I say ?
XO Always,
Anonymous Wine Receiver

SARAH — stop hollerin on me! David , Libb y, Nan ,

TO Colby Stu-G - could I please run for treasurer

Mary Liz, Michael , Cindy, J amie, Christie , Ricky, K.O.,
Gail, Nell, Barb , J an , Carol, Lynnie, Ricky, etc.

WORLD : please send our president back. We

WHAT goes Ha-ha, Ha-ha , clunk? A man laughing

Dave Roulston

Employment O pportunity—Part-time (for students)
app ly Waterville Travel , Main St. Campus Travel
Representative—Commission basis. Possibility of
free travel.

his head off.

need him.

FRI DGE— I'm looking for a small refridgerator
for my room next year — If anyone is interested in
selling theirs please contact Hank , Room 304 Averill,
Ext. 535.

LIBBY

— we can 't go on meeting like this. We
should arrange to meet more often , like once a
week ? in Nan 's room?
Your scarce roommate

M JUL
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down there, Ricky, Jamie, and others , have been trying
to fill you with the cosmic truthfulness as revealed
by Mr. Natural. You aren 't listening! Now here it
is straight from the whorse's mouth: Take this down
in shorthand , please, Joe 's Smoke Shop IS the center
of the universe, no matter what those fools in Washinton think. And Norm 's Pizza , which is across Temple
Street (check it) from the center of the universe,
is the purveyor of my truthfulness through the cosmic
goodness of p izza. Joe is the Father , Norm is the
holy ghost , Rick y is God , Jamie is Jesus, and you 'd
better not forget that . Those Jews haven't beem
wandering around for four thousand years, for nothing,
they blew it four thousand years ago, don 't you blow
it now! This is God , o ver and out , roger, ten-four.

hall knocking down walls and breaking open doors
wreaking havo c and destruction and spewing flowers
in its path.

THE movie of last week wasn't called The Spoilers

Thy endowment come, th y fling be flung, at Colby as
it is in realness. Give us this day our dail y bread , and
forgive us our existence, as we forgive those who exist
against us. Lead us not into intelligence but deliver
us from Stratman , for thine is the College and the
money and the power forever and ever, amen (womencan 't offend the ladies).

COLBY this is God speaking . My representatives

THE May Day elephant has come crashing down the

LARRY'S Classified— I cannot become too
emotionall y involved with my fruit flys. Bassett
on life.

OU R father who art in Eustis, hallowed by thy game,

I p ledge allegiance to the fag, of the United States
of America , and to San Francisco, for which we stand ,
One orgy under god invisible with a libertine , and smutness
for all.

BIG Bear buys brown breeches before bringing
beautiful Begonia 's beastly boar to bed bored b y
boars.

THOMAS — You sleep in the car tonight.

next year?

FOUND in ECHO office and in most city police offices
Skip a line between the head and body and two lines
at the end of the item before beginning on the next one.
Try to center the heads as much as possible.

"Am I not a man? And is not a man stu p id? I am
a man. So, I married. Wife, Children , House, Everything.
The whole catastrophe,"
Zorba the Greek

I like students. RELS.

Planned Parenthood

you can count on
Joe Reny when

Children by choice. Not chance .
For f urther i nformation , write P l anne d P a renthoo d ,
Box 431, Radio City Station , New York . N. Y. 10019.

with him
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SERVING COLBY STUDENTS AND
FACULTY FOR YEARS

Proud to be Your
F oodser vi ce

RENY'S SHELL
34 ELM STREET
WATERVILLE, MAINE
Phone: 872-2010
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PREGNANCY TEST AVAILABLE
An Abortion can be arranged
within 24 hours
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You can return home

the same day you leave,
TOLL FREE
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A Non-Profit

Orga nisation 24 HOURS

BERR Y ' S
ART SUPPLIES
74 MAIN STREET
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Waterville Craft Workshop

Buildings & Grounds Report
Found : a man 's watch , unusually designed , easy
for owner to claim at B & G office.
Lost : one pair of silver pierced earrings, tangle
shape, in girls ' locker room at fieldhouse, and a gold
and black onyz ring, with gold inlay, at Bixler or '**'
Dana.
Coburn H all has reported that three rooms have
been entered while the residents were sleeping.
Several record albums and coffee were taken , but
onl y one room was messed up.
Students : lock your rooms; you can never know
who will be entering or for what reason.
Buildings and Grounds still has your rings,
watches, and yes, even one of your teeth in a bridge
Many more good articles have been lost.

Art Exhibits

Comrade and Ms. Josef Stratman of Beverl y
Hills, California are pleased to announce the engagement
of th eir daughter, Sylvetia , to Peter Harriman of
the Colb y ECHO. The marital compact will be
formalized June 2, the day before commencement at
the alter of Lorrimer Chapel , with organ music b y
Adel Heinrick. Officiating will be Robert E. Lee
Strider , recentl y released prisoner of Al Fatah.
It is of interest to the Colb y Community that
Sylvetia is the favorite sister of David Stratman of
Colb y's own English Department. The union represents
a rapproachement in the long-standing political
vendetta between the two families. The groom ,
fi guring "if you can 't lick them join them , " has
agreed to buy a lifetime subscri ption to Challenge,
voice of the Progressive Labor Party. In exchange the
bride has enrolled in a 6-week correspondence course
at the Chuck H ogan School of Political Cronyism.
In l
ieu of flowers,please donate books to Miller
Library, Copies of The Lackawannas of MoosEhea d
will be especially appreciated.
fl
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Colby Photographers

At seven-thirty Sunday evening , Film Direction
will show the movie, "The Threepenny Opera"
starring Lotte Lenya. Based on the play by Berthold Brecht , the film is evo cative of the underground
world of street-beggars and reflects the mood of
disenchantment prevalent in post-war Germany. The
film will be shown in Lovejoy Auditorium , and
admission will be charged.

The 2nd annual edition of Colby Photographers will be
on sale in the Bookstore on Monday May 14th. A record
number of contributors has made this magazine an
impressive portfolio of Colby Photography work. Pick
up a copy soon.

"Carmina Burana"
There will be two performances of Car Orff's
"Carmina Burana " by the Lorimer Chapel Choir
and the College Modern Dance Club , Sunday and
Monday evenings at eight o'clock , in the chapel.

Student Government Concert
Monday evening, May 14, at 8:30 p.m. in Bixier 's
Given Auditorium , Colby Student Government
is sponsoring a concert by classical guitarist , Christo p her Parkening. Admission is by subscription only.

"The Devils "
In Lovejoy Auditorium , Tuesday at 9:30 p.m.,
Vanessa Redgrave will star in a Student Government
arranged film , "The Devils." Admission will be
charged .
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' PREGNANT?

THE BLACK HORSE

I 4 « MEMORIAL DRIVE
WATERVIL LE. ME.
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Free delivery with $5.00 food order
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Call Ahead for Tako-Oirt Service
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PIZZAS - ITALIANS
DAG WOODS - GRINDERS
PABST ONT A P

New England
^

\&

feat uring

•TDK ( tape)
•SONY
•MARANTZ
•PHILIPS
•SCOTT
•SHERWOOD
© SHORE
• MIRA CORD
*TH0RENS
•WOLLENSAK

713 Congress Street ,Portland • 772-2869
145-A Main Street,Waterville • 872-5754
213 Lisbon Street, Lewiston ¦• 783-0835
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Film Direction

STEREO
COMPONENTS
•MetNTOSH
•KLH
•ADVENT
•BQSE
•DUAL
•SANSUI
•B&p
•GARRARD
•REVOX
•TANDBERG

. The Waterville Craft Workshop (formerly Mandala)
at 4 North Street , Waterville (ri ght around the corner
from the Y) is having a Craft Fair Saturday , June 2
from 10 - 5. It is an invitational fair , and the craftsmen
exhibiting were selected for their high quality craftsmanship. It will be held on the lawn and on the first
floor of the Workshop, and in case of bad weather ,
the lawn craftsmen will be moved into the YMCA.
Refresh ments and baked goods will be available also.
Those of you who are wondering just what to do
with your parents can probably kill the better part of
a morning or afternoon there. If you have a wedding
or graduation present yet to get, try here first. And
if not , come for the fun. See what our new name is
all about.

Saturday is the last day that woodcuts by Antonio
Frasconi will be on display in the Colby Gallery in
the Bixler Center. Beginning next Monday and continuing through May 26 , there will be a series of
two-and three-man exhibitions of work all done by
senior art majors . Likewise, Saturday is the last
day that the graphic art of Stuart Wolf and Marjorie Berman will hang in the Roberts Union display
lobby. Photograp hs by Douglas Severson , '73 ,
will appear there from May 13 through June 4.
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NEEDH^LP?
Adoption Services,Pregnancy Testing, Etc. ,.,
CALL: 215-424-72 70
National Family Planning
Council, Ltd,
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Zete 's late great mystery movie this w eek ,
Zete's late great mystery movie this week, Friday and
Saturday nights, is a thrill-packed triple feature. Stewart
Granger , Broderick Crawford , Janet Leigh , Van Johnson,
William Bendix, William Powell, Lilli Palmer, Montgomery
Clift , Virginia Mayo , and Wanda , the Wonder Wombat,
lead off in that Zany, Madcap, story of love gone bad ,
"Who's Minding the D elicatessen?" The second feature
is one that is sure to make you squirm in your seat. Dan
Duryea, Gregory Peck , Richard Widmark , Ida Lup ino ,
Barry Nelson, and Ava Gardner star in that classic
tale of life on the lonesome prairie , "Sun over Alilene."
The evening is capped off by one of the all-time box
office favorites of young and old alike, a film epic
from the same director that brought you "Your Red
Dress Matches Your Eyes," "Too Young to Fall in
Love," "Seven Days to Dodge City," and "Tugboat
Annie Sails Again." Yes, film fans , it 's the one you 've
been waiting for: Lloyd Nolan , Victor Jory, Katherine
Cornell, Pat O'Brien , Greta Garbo , and Johnny Mack
Brown in "Bad Man from Red Butte. "

Organ Concert
A week from today , Thursday , May 17, at 7:30
p.m., Professor Adel Heinrich will p lay an all-Bach
program with slides. This event is known as the
Mellon Organ Recital.

Mrs. Margaret Clark

Poetry Reading
Tomorrow afternoon , there will be a poetry reading
by the noted novelist, poet , and essayist, John Clellom
Holmes. He will read a selection from his own work.
The reading begins at four o'clock in the Dunn
Lounge of Runnals Union.

Band Concert
The Colby College Band will present an outdoor
concert at six o 'clock Sunday evening. Location of
the concert is yet to be announced , but assume that
it will be given in the Music Shell until you hear
otherwise.

Mrs. Margaret Clark , secretary for the office of
Buildings and Grounds , feels that further effort
in her behalf would be useless. She is gratified
that so many people have indicated their support
for her and testified to her competence on the job.
And she thanks all those students, staff and faculty
members who have tried to hel p her.

Nursery School
The Nursery School for children of Colby College
faculty, staff , and students is now accepting enrollment
applications for next September. The school meets
five mornings a week , under the direction of two
teachers. Children from age two through four are
eligible to attend. Parents may contact Mrs. Robert
McArth ur at 872-7877 to obtain an enrollment
application.

John Clellon Holmes
1 remind you , or t ell you now if you haven 't heard ,
that John Clellon Homes will be at Colby May 11.
He s written three novels and a collection of essays;
in cluding Go , whi ch covers the pre-Beat days in New
York City, wi th Holmes ' cohor t s Kerouac and Ginsb erg
modeling f or major parts in the book; and The Horn ,
based on Charlie Parker 's life , a fine bo o k abou t jazz ,
abou t which Holmes know;;. The essays, Nothing More
to Declare, are largely about the Beat era , and what
it was like to be a young American (writer) in the
15>50's. Inven tor of the term "beat ," in a 195 8
essay on "The Philoso p hy of t he Bea t Genera t ion ," he
was lifelong friends with Kerouac. Holmes often appears
in Playboy with articles on friends and acquaintances,
sexual revolu tions , travel , etc.
John Holmes will be in Dunn Lounge at 11:30
Friday morning , May 11, to carry on informally abou t
these and any other topics you can throw him. At
4;00 in Dunn Lounge he 'll read from his fiction (and
also shorter pieces, probabl y some from his non-fiction ,
including a piece on Kerouac 's last days and funeral).

j &is c^^ rej t
Music Cente r

i

99 Main Street

Civil Liberties Union
The annual meeting of the Kennebec Valley Civil
Liberties Union will be held on Monday , May 14, at
7:30 pm , upsatirs in the City Hall Annex, corner of
Upper Main and Brook Streets. The election of officers
and board members will take place at this time. Nominations have been made by the nominating committee
and others may be made from the floor.
At this meeting it will be decided which civil liberties
issues and projects to concentrate on. At a recent
meeting of the interim steering committee the consensus
was to focus on the issue of women 's rights and sex
discrimination. However, other issues and projects
of interest to members may be presented at the annual
meeting and the final decision is up to those attending,
a spokesman said.
Any member of the SCLU, as well as anyone else
interested in civil liberties, is welcome to attend.
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Fried Chicken , Fried Clams ,
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GUITARS
A M P L I F I E R S & PA 'S
TRAYNOR
M4.RTIN.
YAMAHA
YAMAHA
GIBSON
PLUS H
HAGSTRUM
RECORDS - TAPES - SHEET MUSIC
A L L YOUR M U S I C A L NEEDS
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MAINE'S FINEST
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Webber Stea h House s$m&
% Sea Food t^\
Cocktails

« Tel . 207/453-901 1

3 Min . north of downtown Waterville on Rts. 201 ¦ 11 & 100

ty cn 7:00 a.m to 10 p.m.; weekends to 11 p.m.

Millard Fillmore
Inane. IS'iO — 2 yrs., 8 mos.

Mt. Washington Lecture
Al Oxton , bearded weather observor , will p resen t
"The Obs" in Given Auditorium this Tuesday, May
15th , at ' 6:00 pm. The lecture is presented in a format
similar to that of Suzzane 's Lamen t s, u t ilizing two
synchronized slide proj ect ors and re cord ed con t emp orary
musi c. Al vividl y tells the story of Mt. Washington
and that of the weather observers that live atop it
year-round. Here winds have been recorded in excess
of 2 3 0 miles per h our! The pic t ures pr esen t ed ar e
amazing ly beautiful. One sees sunrises and sunsets
from above t he clouds , as well as views of t h e st ark
winter scenery.
The lect ure is sponsored by t he Ou t ing Club.
'
Admission is 50«!. Tickets are available from Rob
Fi t zgibbons (x 565), Dave Galvin (x545), Jim
Gibson(x430), Mary Sue Naegele(x526), and t he
other Outing Club officers. Tickets will also be sold
at the door.

Quality P'oori ; Good Service, Low Prices , and
jus t Hie right ami. of atmosphere al:
( Maine 's Finest Little Steak House)

ARNO
LD MOTEL
iRooms available for June graduation <_ -_«v
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Sw'iming Pool
Air Conditioning • » Phones
Tel . 207/872-2735
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ABORTION

v FREE PLACEM ENT

FREE PRE G. T EST
N.Y. Medicaid Accepted
CALL (COLLECT)
(21 2)595-4 220

Co ntroUed ? aremhood
Sui t e 55
CONFIDENTIAL ,
200 w , 72nd St .
a nan-pr ofit organ ization
m v C NY
SAFE; LOW-COST
,
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After the gome
Michael J. Desisto, 30, of Burnham, a psychology
professor at Colby College, appeared in Waldo County
Court last Thursday to answer to the charge of burning
debris , a misdemeanor. He was fined $20, having entered
a plea of guilty.

.
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Dro p in for a delicio us
*-J
Roast Beef Sandw ich or Pizza
Dagwood

Italians

COLD BEER
47 Water Street

Groceries
f
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It's graduation day and there you stand;.. diplomatin han d and future in doubt. You could go on. to graduate school. Or you could look for a job in
today 's ever-tightening job market. Or, you could put your education to work immediately by applying for the Air Force's Officer Training School program.
Upon qualification , you'll find yourself beginning 12 weeks of specialized study designed to prepare you for the challenge and responsibilities of an officer 's
ccommission. And , give you the chance to go on to flight school to earn those famous silver wings as an Air Force pilot or navigator.
•
OTS is your chance to break away from the crowd and be recognized. Remember , with an Air Force future, the sky's no limit.
Contact:
Sergeatn Steve Hale
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TheAir R*ceKlot I
has it made.
Air Force ROTC
mil helpyoumake it
Here'show.
If you qualify, the Air Force ROTC will give
you free flying lessons. It'll be in a Cessna 150you're started towards the day when you'll solo
in an Air Force jet.
That's only one of the fringe benefits of the Air
Force ROTC Program. Consider all this:
Scholarships-6,500 of them that cover full tuition. Plus reimbursement for textbooks. Plus
lab and incidental fees.
Plus $100 a month, tax-free, to use as you like.
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on Tuesday and Thursday nights
FOLK BLUES & COUNTRY

f

Best Prices in Town
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fe OOL) FOOD

INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE

19 1-: 'I cnipl e Street

7 ;0 0 a . r n .

1:00 a.m.
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Get your college career off the ground in Air
Force ROTC.
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Pfctn 87 3-4257 ¦ : ¦?• , «*»/ _«•»
W aiemim, Mam

Wh en you gotta go , you gotta go !
Instant Charter
Cheaper than you think!
i
f^jtrr^ Call 872-5555
,..," - 7,*r<n\ /VUUH6
ENJOY THE BEST IN LOBSTER
IN OUR COZY DINING ROOM
OR TO TAKE OUT • - ..

Maine 's Best lobster Pound

Drop In and Pick Up A Copy of our

PROP,, DON Rancourt

•

T eL. 072-6713

NOW

T « SOUTH END **
HEFTIEST PLATE IN TOWN -

Fabulous Anti pasto Salads & Grinders

IN THE J EFFERSON DOWNSTAIRS LOUNGE
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COLBY NIGHT

1

THURSDAYS: FREE HORS D'OEUVRES

'¦

DRINKS AT REASONABLE PRICES
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New , Free S pring-Summer Catalog

'

FLOWERS TELEGRAPHE D

COLLEGE AVC
WATERVILLE , MAINE

BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAINT .
Ora ers to Go
873-3 791
ALL H O M E C O O K I N G
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RE STAURANT
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ROOM 118 AVERI LL

873-0511
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WATERV ILLE. MAINE ,WW>1

Interested? fW-nH:
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COME DOWN FOR "RUSTY" NIGHT AT

Music by Raven
Also; Weekdays-Colby Special Dinner-S ince 1932-$ 1.75
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